“I appreciate my parish and family for supporting my Catholic education because...

...it helps me better follow
God.”
-Christian

... it enables me to grow in
my faith with my peers.”
-Sofia

... it helps me get closer to
my religion.” –Trevor

... I can become closer
to God and my faith.”
-Kaeleigh

“... it allows me to have good
friends that share the same
beliefs, Mass, confession and
Catholic activities like the March
for Life.”
-Lan

... of how it prepared me for
high school. I am also thankful
for the small class sizes that
created long-lasting friendships that will continue for
years to come.” -Sydney

...my education is a lifelong investment,
and Hackett Catholic Prep has equipped
me with the skills necessary to succeed
spiritually and academically.” -Tessie
...I believe it is
really important
for me to have a
Theology class
and learn more
about my faith
and increase in
holiness.” -Maxine

...it has put me in a place
where my ambitions are
made real while allowing
me to help and support
others.”
-Max

...they are very supportive and
they have created the person that
I am today. I also appreciate my
parish because I learn things a
little easier now than before and
they are very helpful and friendly.”
-Michael

... of the wonderful opportunities
it has provided me with, from
my trip to Rome to fighting for
the unborn in Washington DC.
THANK YOU!”
-Evans

... it helps me grow and
understand the faith.
Unlike non Catholic
schools I won’t be in
trouble if I pray in
public.”
-Eric

... of the quality of the education
and the freedom to be myself in
school.”
–Seamus

...I am able to experience a
Catholic education myself
and from my education at
Hackett, I will be able to live
a life closer to Christ.”
–Linhthy

...I am given amazing
opportunities to learn
and grow with people
who share my faith in
God.”
-Katie

...Jesus is awesome.”
-Jimmy

...at a Catholic school I
can take theology classes
and grow deeper in my
faith.” -Grace

...I can learn more
about God.”
-Katherine

